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Sharing guidance and best practice in outdoor learning and play.





Our Outdoor Learning Publications


Throughout our 30 years, we have been asked to contribute and author multiple publications on a variety of outdoor learning and childhood development topics.
Take a look below to see examples of our articles and other key publications on outdoor learning and play.
We usually only deliver our resources to the UK. Please do contact us regarding overseas delivery charges.





	

A Vision and Values for Early Years Outdoors
A shared Vision and Values for Early Years in the outdoors.
Useful to share with staff and parents alike.
Developed ...



View




	

A year of outdoor homework
This outdoor homework resource gives you 33 tasks over the school year for homework.It is aimed at middle primary, but ...
Members only

	

Adolescent play in secondary schools – inspiration and ideas
An inspiration of play from around the world for adolescents in secondary schools.



View




	

Arup Air Quality in Schools Intervention Toolkit
This toolkit will provide guidance on ways that you can influence or directly implement air quality improvements for your school. ...



View




	

Design for Play: A guide to creating successful play spaces
This guide will help those involved in commissioning and designing places for play to put play value at the heart ...



View




	

Early years outdoor practice audit
A reflective document for early years practitioners to reflect on their practice and outdoor space.This tool uses reflective questions ...
Members only

	

Exemplar school outdoor learning policy
This exemplar school outdoor learning policy is useful for schools looking to formalise their outdoor learning provision.It is provided ...
Members only

	

Exemplar school play policy
This exemplar school play policy was developed from the Natural Play Project and is useful for schools looking to formalise ...
Members only

	

Finding or Funding Clothing
Finding or Funding Clothing - Warm and dry clothing helps children focus on the learning at hand and expands the ...



View




	

Forest Kindergarten – Guidance for Landowners
This guidance is for landowners who are approached by early learning and childcare (ELC) centres who wish to use your ...



View




	

Funding for outdoor learning
Funding for outdoor learning in schools and nurseries is available, and LtL can help you access these funds.This is ...
Members only

	

Grounds for Change – construction project in school grounds
A guide to embedding outdoor learning in urban schools through making the most of your school grounds.A project funded ...



View




	

Groundwork Air Quality Green Infrastructure Toolkit for Schools
This guide is for teachers and staff considering using green infrastructure to improve their school surroundings and to support overall ...



View




	

Learn and Play Out
Do you know how to make the most of your outdoor teaching and learning spaces?Do your children know how ...
Buy publication

	

Learning through Landscapes Process of Change
A simple model which drives the process behind improving school grounds for outdoor learning and play.Learning through Landscapes has ...
Members only

	

Lessons from Berlin School Playgrounds – 1. Choice
Lessons from a study tour of Berlin School playgrounds produced by Learning through Landscapes Scotland and Architecture and Design Scotland. ...



View




	

Lessons from Berlin School Playgrounds – 2. Risk and Challenge
Lessons from a study tour of Berlin School playgrounds produced by Learning through Landscapes Scotland and Architecture and Design Scotland. ...



View




	

Lessons from Berlin School Playgrounds – 3. Nature
Lessons from a study tour of Berlin School playgrounds produced by Learning through Landscapes Scotland and Architecture and Design Scotland. ...



View




	

Lessons from Berlin School Playgrounds – 4. Play Machines
Lessons from a study tour of Berlin School playgrounds produced by Learning through Landscapes Scotland and Architecture and Design Scotland. ...



View




	

Lessons from Berlin School Playgrounds – 5. Sand
Lessons from a study tour of Berlin School playgrounds produced by Learning through Landscapes Scotland and Architecture and Design Scotland. ...



View




	

Lessons from Berlin School Playgrounds – 6. Shade and Shelter
Lessons from a study tour of Berlin School playgrounds produced by Learning through Landscapes Scotland and Architecture and Design Scotland. ...



View




	

Lessons from Berlin School Playgrounds – 7. Topography
Lessons from a study tour of Berlin School playgrounds produced by Learning through Landscapes Scotland and Architecture and Design Scotland. ...



View




	

Lessons from Berlin School Playgrounds – 8. Variety and Texture
Lessons from a study tour of Berlin School playgrounds produced by Learning through Landscapes Scotland and Architecture and Design Scotland. ...



View




	

Lessons from Berlin School Playgrounds – 9. Water
Lessons from a study tour of Berlin School playgrounds produced by Learning through Landscapes Scotland and Architecture and Design Scotland. ...



View




	

Lessons from Berlin School Playgrounds – Overall Report
Lessons from a study tour of Berlin School playgrounds produced by Learning through Landscapes Scotland and Architecture and Design Scotland. ...



View




	

Looked after children and the natural environment
This briefing paper 'Looked after children in the natural environment' outlines why it is important for looked after children to ...



View




	

Loose Parts Play Toolkit for Schools
A fantastic guide for any school looking to develop loose parts play. The book is full of practical advice and ...



View




	

LtL School grounds design and planning – post Covid19
This resource has been created by members of the Learning through Landscape's Accredited Network.This group of Landscape Architects is ...



View




	

Managing Risk in Play Provision
This guide shows how those responsible for play provision can develop an approach to risk management that considers the benefits ...



View




	

Managing Risk in Play Provision: Implementation guide
The Managing Risk in Play Provision: Implementation guide shows how those responsible for play provision can develop an approach to ...



View




	

Maths Outdoors in Early Years
This book "Maths Outdoors in the Early Years" is full of  ideas for activities and organising outdoor space in the ...



View




	

Nature Play: Maintenance Guide
The aim of this guide is to support anyone with responsibility for introducing nature play and may use non-uniform, non-standardised ...



View




	

OASIS: Recommendations for transforming schoolyards
This booklet contains recommendations for engaging pupils, educators, school staff and local actors in an active participation process for the ...



View




	

Open sand in schools and nurseries
A guide on open sand in schools and nurseries. This document contains advice, tools and policy precedent for managing large ...



View




	

Out to Play
Guidance and advice for early learning and childcare settings and practitioners on how to access outdoor spaces to create safe, ...



View




	

Outdoor learning practice audit (primary school)
How is outdoor learning currently provided in your school? This audit tool looks at the outdoor learning your school provides ...
Members only

	

Parents as partners in play
Parents are a child’s first educator, and with this in mind, this resource is designed as a partnership between ...



View




	

Play logs in school grounds and nurseries
A guide on play logs and wood in school grounds and nursery yards. This document contains advice, tools and policy ...



View




	

Play Out (Early Years Outdoors)
How can you create a stimulating outdoor area that offers irresistible learning opportunities for young children?Does your outdoor learning ...
Buy publication

	

Play Types Toolkit – Bringing more play into the school day
The Play Types Toolkit is intended for schools and education professionals though we are sure people in other settings will ...



View




	

Playtime Revolution
Are your children in need of a playtime revolution? Then read on...Play is hugely important in almost every area ...



View




	

Polli:Nation maintenance guide
This Polli:Nation Maintencance guide aims to help both schools and grounds staff maintain school grounds for the benefit of ...



View




	

Polli:Nation Project – Summary Report and Short Guide
Polli:Nation was a project engaging 250 schools with learning about the importance of pollinators and transforming areas of school grounds ...



View




	

Pupils and Teachers views of play in Secondary Schools
A short paper relating the views of pupils and teachers about play in secondary schools.This report is one of ...



View




	

Reimagining Rainwater in Schools
This document explains SuDS, their benefits and enables readers to make good decisions about their inclusion in existing schools. This ...



View




	

Risk taking and resilience – lessons from Japanese kindergartens – 1. Routines
This case study is one of a series, following research into the role outdoor environments in Japanese kindergartens can play ...



View




	

Risk taking and resilience – lessons from Japanese kindergartens – 13. Natural Areas
This case study is one of a series, following research into the role outdoor environments in Japanese kindergartens can play ...



View




	

Rope swings, dens, tree houses and fires – Guidance from Forestry Commission
A publication from Forestry England advising on good practice around Rope Swings, Dens, Tree Houses and Fires in woodland. Applicable ...



View




	

School grounds audit tool
This school grounds audit tool is an extensive scoring system for existing school grounds, ideal as a starter before you ...
Members only

	

School Grounds Design Guide
When imaginatively developed, school grounds can contribute to curriculum teaching and learning, and to better recreational and social interaction of ...



View




	

School grounds orchards
Hundreds of schools across the UK have discovered that a school orchards can be an effective and practical way of ...
Members only

	

Scottish School Grounds Survey (2003)
The Scottish School Grounds Survey (2003) was undertaken with all local authorities in Scotland.The results provided a powerful context for ...



View




	

Space to Grow
Space to grow: Design guidance for early learning and childcare and out of school care settings.



View




	

Standards for Early Years Educators Outdoors
European standards for educators using the outdoors in Early Years. Ideal as a review tool for practice in a nursery ...



View




	

Successful Approaches to Learning Outdoors
The national report provides the independent view of HM Inspectors of Education about effective practice in outdoor learning. These thematic ...



View




	

Sustainability and Climate Change Education: Report
The Sustainability and Climate Change Education report is a call to action for decision makers to create lasting change for ...



View




	

Sustainability and Climate Change Education: Summary
This is a summary of the Sustainability and Climate Change Education report. This report is a call to action for ...



View




	

Take Me Out – Early Years Outdoors
Take Me Out - Early Years Outdoors is a project sharing the best of outdoor learning and play. Funded through ...



View




	

Take Me Out – Standards for Outdoor Learning for Early Years Educators
Take Me Out - Early Years Outdoors is a project sharing the best of outdoor learning and play. Funded through ...



View




	

The Good School Playground Guide
This Good School Playground Guide highlights the possibilities and priorities when designing and improving school grounds for play and learning. ...



View




	

The value of outdoor play for adolescents in secondary schools
A short paper on the value of play for adolescents in secondary schools. Improving health and wellbeing, engagement and attainment.



View




	

This place is like a building site! (loose parts play in school)
A film and resource book about using loose parts for play in schools. Come and see how a school in ...



View




	

Transforming outdoor learning in schools
Outdoor learning isn’t a subject or topic; it’s a way of teaching. Natural Connections has shown that it’...



View




	

Use of school grounds out of hours / Play out of hours
Children and young people need and are entitled to quality places and time for play as part of their everyday ...



View




	

Woodland Play in School Grounds
Across the UK, schools are re-discovering the importance of play and its ability to impact on some of the most ...
Members only



























Keep in the know




If you’d like to get involved or want to stay up to date with our projects, sign up to our free newsletter today.




Sign Up
















Recent News
	



How to teach STEM outdoors
22nd February 2024



	



Getting started on improving your school grounds for outdoor learning and play
8th February 2024



	



How getting muddy supports children’s mental health
24th January 2024
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Contact Us
Please fill in the form below and someone from the LTL team will be in touch as soon as possible.



I consent to LTL collecting my details through this form.
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  This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.Accept Read More Settings
Privacy & Cookies Policy



Close
Privacy Overview
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.






Necessary							

Necessary

Always Enabled

Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.





Functional							

Functional


Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.





Performance							

Performance


Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__utma	2 years	This cookie is set by Google Analytics and is used to distinguish users and sessions. The cookie is created when the JavaScript library executes and there are no existing __utma cookies. The cookie is updated every time data is sent to Google Analytics.
	__utmb	30 minutes	Google Analytics sets this cookie, to determine new sessions/visits. __utmb cookie is created when the JavaScript library executes and there are no existing __utma cookies. It is updated every time data is sent to Google Analytics.
	__utmc	session	The cookie is set by Google Analytics and is deleted when the user closes the browser. It is used to enable interoperability with urchin.js, which is an older version of Google Analytics and is used in conjunction with the __utmb cookie to determine new sessions/visits.
	__utmt	10 minutes	Google Analytics sets this cookie to inhibit request rate.
	__utmz	6 months	Google Analytics sets this cookie to store the traffic source or campaign by which the visitor reached the site.







Analytics							

Analytics


Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	2 years	The _ga cookie, installed by Google Analytics, calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_gat_gtag_UA_67686587_2	1 minute	Set by Google to distinguish users.
	_gid	1 day	Installed by Google Analytics, _gid cookie stores information on how visitors use a website, while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the data that are collected include the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.
	CONSENT	16 years 3 months	YouTube sets this cookie via embedded youtube-videos and registers anonymous statistical data.







Advertisement							

Advertisement


Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	IDE	1 year 24 days	Google DoubleClick IDE cookies are used to store information about how the user uses the website to present them with relevant ads and according to the user profile.
	test_cookie	15 minutes	The test_cookie is set by doubleclick.net and is used to determine if the user's browser supports cookies.
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	5 months 27 days	A cookie set by YouTube to measure bandwidth that determines whether the user gets the new or old player interface.
	YSC	session	YSC cookie is set by Youtube and is used to track the views of embedded videos on Youtube pages.
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.







Others							

Others


Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	c72887300d	session	No description available.
	cl-bypass-cache	1 hour	No description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	1 year	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
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